Sulphur: More than the 4th Major Nutrient
Sulphur is as essential as N, P, or K for increased yields.

- S is critical for plant protein creation
- S increases soil *Thiobacillus* populations, increasing sulphur oxidation
- S enhances N uptake and fixation
- S enhances P availability and uptake
- S with K increases Zn uptake

The absence of sulphur will adversely affect yield, crop quality, and ultimately your profitability.

TIGER COMBO
TIGER COMBO™ (12-0-0–50S) is a cutting edge next generation patented technology by TIGER-SUL® which fuses ammonium sulphate (AMS) and sulphur bentonite into one granule, creating a single source for season-long sulphur and sulphate.

Starts Early, Works Late
TIGER COMBO provides immediate benefit from ammonium sulphate and sulphur bentonite extends sulphate release throughout the growing season. It provides season-long availability of sulphur to growing plants. It enhances availability of other nutrients resulting in increased yields, quality and profits.
Sulphur/ Sulphate Advantage

Sulphate Portion
Allows immediate availability to the emerging crops. As the season progresses, crop uptake and leaching events reduce sulphate availability.

Sulphur Portion
As season progresses, soil warms up and microbial oxidation increases. TIGER COMBO sulphur portion starts producing sulphate at a higher rate. The combination of Sulphur/Sulphate allows for optimum availability of plant available sulphate during the growing season.

Improved Spatial Distribution
The uniform size and shape of TIGER COMBO effectively improves spatial distribution.

- More TIGER COMBO is available per square foot as compared to regular AMS blend
- Efficient spreading pattern means consistent distribution of COMBO granules

Increased Precision
A single granule fused with ammonium sulphate (AMS) and sulphur bentonite, having ideal size, density, and uniformity allows easy spreading, providing improved precision. This allows easy and consistent calibration of application equipment and improves placement accuracy. TIGER COMBO reduces particle segregation during handling, storage, transportation and application.

Benefits and Cost Reductions
TIGER COMBO is a next generation product, designed to optimize and meet the needs of advanced farming operation.

Reduced Transportation Costs
- High analysis product, reducing bulk handling, lowering transportation cost
- Equates to more efficient trucking logistics

Reduced Blending Costs
- Shorter blending time
- More efficiency

Reduced Storage Costs
- Less product to handle and store
- Increased “Fill Capacity” store more products at “Fill Prices”

Easy & Safer to Handle

Safety
- Dust suppressant coating
- Lower dust levels
- Reduced blending time

Handling
- Enhanced agronomic fertilizer input
- More acres/tank fill
- Less trips for fertilizer

The TIGER Commitment: TIGER-SUL has developed TIGER COMBO with years of dedicated research and development. Our operations and sales staff take great pride in manufacturing and representing TIGER COMBO. Our commitment as a manufacturer is to deliver the best quality product and exceptional service. Don’t hesitate to switch to TIGER COMBO program today.